
 

Friends and visitors,  
       

25.01.2013, updated 16.04.2014 
 

 
 

The following is especially dedicated to this website’s invaders 
who systematically scour Dr Cathar’s message of love with the 
view to harming her.  
 
Injustice and suffering, including terrible disease, that make the 
minority rich, can flourish only for as long, as the majority allow 
themselves to be kept in darkness and remain without principles. 
 

Dr Cathar has gained enemies not only as a Montségur Cathar, but also by defending a 
nation, the Slovaks, who are seen, since 2014 together with ethnic Ukrainians, as destined 
for gradual economic and cultural annihilation in Europe.  Read more on Slovakia: 
http://www.angloslovaktranslations.com/documents/interface.pdf  

 
It had become clear that the malicious Disney style film about her by the BBC broadcast 
14.01.2013 was a façade covering forces attempting to eliminate her.   
http://www.cathar.org.uk/data/articles/Dhaxem_and_Cancer.pdf 

 

In 2014 were the individuals who accused her, themselves exposed as an impostor and 
liars, and that included a “scientist”.  Chris Geiger, the alleged cancer sufferer, never had 
cancer, but he built for himself a business on lying about it.  Con appears to be the 
remaining “hope” given to the gravely ill by the World cancer trade that seems to 
increasingly dominate the health service of the industrial countries. 
 

Since the Middle Ages the establishment has murdered millions of people in order to 
suppress that very Truth that Dr Cathar in 2006 conveyed to the World via The Cathar 
Testament.   Cathars are not religious, but enlightened free thinking people. 
   
God tells Dr Cathar that there are 21 genuine and dedicated Cathars Worldwide (number 
risen from 2 in 2007) and that means that any of her persecution, lies about her, and her 
possible murder, will make them only less fearful and more dedicated.   She is not worried 
about herself, only about the Cathar Testament, which is guaranteed to lead the moral 
values of future generations on Earth regardless of what happens to her.    
 

http://www.angloslovaktranslations.com/documents/interface.pdf
http://www.cathar.org.uk/data/articles/Dhaxem_and_Cancer.pdf


Dr Cathar currently works on a series of articles explaining God.   The first of these, entitled 
“The Third Soul”, is published on dhaxem.com under “Elementary Read”. 
 
By the end of the first phase of humanity at the beginning of the 21st century, the evil are 
entrapped at the bottom of a pit in which snakes clamber on top of other snakes attempting 
to preserve themselves in their final mortal pangs.  As they are kicking, they release more of 
their own decay.   Bureaucracy has grown exponentially and it suffocates all other parts of 
society.  Moral values are collapsed, corruption and open injustice rule.   The human 
apocalypse is peaking, while Final Judgment takes place.   The accomplished Souls are 
rejoicing.   The good and the brave are setting themselves free.   
 
The Old World has ended 21.12.2012.  A new generation of Souls, appearing as young 
courageous people, is coming in.  Truths that were suppressed for generations are refusing 
to remain suppressed for longer.   Big changes lie ahead. 
 
• • • 
 
No 25 brings the worst out in people.   This is my response to those who met 25th January 
2013 with the view to plotting how to eliminate me.   In effect, they wanted to eliminate 
God who speaks through me, in their belief that they, themselves are the Gods, and that 
there is no other God above a bureaucratic abuse of power and money.   The medieval 
Cathars spoke of two Gods.  A good God of the Spirit World and an evil God of the material 
World. 
 
Only when I am released from the Earth, will I be free and happy.  I was among the first, 
and was left to be the last to shut the gate.   When all Earth’s inhabitants will be Cathars, 
then suffering will cease to exist on Earth – Only then it will be “as above so below”. 
 
 
Corascendea.  


